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Bode Plots and Frequency Response Measurements
 

Hendrik Wade Bode was born in Madison, 
Wisconsin (USA) on December 24, 1905. 
Young Hendrik rapidly advanced through 
elementar y and secondary schools and 
graduated from high school at the age of 
14. Although Henr ik applied to at tend the 
University of I l l inois, he was not accepted 
because of his young age. However, Ohio 
State University accepted him where he 
received his B.A. and M.A. degree in 
Mathematics in 1926.

Soon af ter graduating, Bode began an i l lustr ious engineer ing and 
scienti f ic research career at Bell  Labs where he init ial ly designed 
electronic f i l ters and equalizers but was subsequently assigned to the 
Mathematical Research Group. While at Bell  Labs, Bode successfully 
completed his PhD in physics at Columbia in 1935.

In 1938, Dr. Bode invented what is famously known today by engineer ing 
students as “Bode plots” for his namesake. But that ’s not what he called 
them. He simply called them “asymptotic frequency-domain magnitude 
and phase plots.”

Dur ing his t ime at Bell  Labs, Dr. Bode received numerous academic 
medals and awards and held 25 patents in var ious areas of electr ical 
and communications engineer ing. He also collaborated closely with 
other well-known scientists and researchers at Bell  Labs, including 
Claude Shannon and Harr y Nyquist.

Dr. Bode retired from Bell Labs in 1967 and soon af ter accepted a 
professorship posit ion at Harvard University where he taught and 
directed graduate engineer ing students in Systems Engineer ing.

Dur ing his spare time, Bode enjoyed reading, wr it ing, gardening and 
sail ing. He died on June 21, 1982, at the age of 76 at his home in 
Cambridge, Massachuset ts.

A Bode plot is a graph of the frequency response of a mechanical or 
electr ical system. It consists of the combination of a magnitude plot and 
phase plot and is based on asymptotic straight-l ine approximations as 
a function of theoretical poles and zeros. Both quantit ies (magnitude 
and phase) are plot ted against a hor izontal axis propor tional to the 
logar ithm of frequency. The ver tical axis of magnitude is typically plot ted 
logar ithmically as well in units of dB; thus a log-log magnitude plot. The 
ver tical axis of phase is typically plot ted l inear ly in units of degrees; thus 
a l in-log phase plot.

Series RLC bandpass filter example
A ser ies RLC circuit wil l  create a bandpass f i l ter 
consisting of 2 poles and 1 zero (at 0 Hz). The 
transfer function T( j ) for this bandpass filter is:
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INV OUTV A Frequency Response Analyzer (FRA), sometimes called a Vector 
Network Analyzer (VNA), is a test and measurement instrument that can 
measure and plot the frequency response (gain and phase) of an active 
or passive electr ical system under test. Included in an FRA is a var iable-
frequency sine wave source and two acquisit ion input channels for 
measur ing V IN and VOUT at discreet frequencies across a test frequency 
range. FRAs and/or VNAs are rarely found in university undergraduate EE 
student labs because they are of ten considered to be special-purpose 
instruments. EE students typically use an oscil loscope and function 
generator to per form multiple t ime-domain VIN and VOUT measurements at 
manually-set frequencies.

Keysight ’s Inf ini iV ision 1000 X-Ser ies oscil loscope is the f irst 
oscil loscope that can per form frequency response analysis automatically 
in the frequency-domain, i f  equipped with the optional function generator 
(WaveGen).

To set up an FRA measurement, f irst def ine the following test parameters 
in the setup menu:
• V IN channel
• VOUT channel
• Minimum test frequency
• Maximum test frequency
• Test amplitude

When “run analysis” is selected, the scope sweeps a sine wave test 
signal from the minimum to the maximum frequency while measur ing the 
gain (20LogVOUT/V IN) and phase shif t and then plots the results as shown 
here.
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